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General Instruction:  

 The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes have to be used by the 

candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will  not write any answer 

on the answer- book and the question paper. The students should start writing on the next stroke of the bell.     

 Do not write any answer on the question paper. 

 This question paper contains 7 questions. Direction is given for every question.  All  questions are compulsory. 

Q. 1 Multiple choice questions.                                                                                                     (1X10=10)  
I. Shakespeare wrote during the reign of___________. 

              a)  Queen Elizabeth-I    b) Queen Elizabeth-II      c) Queen Victoria       d) None of these 
 

II. Who created the famous fictional character ‘James Bond’? 
       a)  John Milton               b) Jonathan Swift            c) Lan Fleming           d) Mark Twain 

III. Name the host of the famous serial ‘Rendezvous’. 
 a) Roshan Seth              b) Simi Garewal              c) Tabassum             d) Salma Sultan 

IV. The Samba dance is native to the  country of__________. 
 a) Brazil                         b) Cuba                            c) Mexico                   d) Japan 
 

V. Which of these is not a villain of Hindi cinema? 
a) Pran                            b) Prem Chopra               c) Raj Kapoor            d) Raza Murad 

  VI.    Who painted ‘The Last Supper’? 
a) Leonardo da Vinci        b) Lelio Orsi                       c) Turner                 d) Francis Bacon 

Vll.     The newspaper ‘ La Stampa’ is published in which country? 
           a) Spain                           b) Italy                               c) Egypt                  d) Israel 
Vlll.    Shakespeare wrote ________ plays. 

a) 27                                b) 40                      c) 37                    d) 35 
IX.     A quadrilateral in which the measure of each angle is less than180degree is: 
        a) A concave quadrilateral        b) A convex quadrilateral     c) both (a) and (b)      d)  none of these 
X.        Square of a number is that number raised to the power 

a) 3                                 b) 2                                    c) 4                          d) 0 

Q.2   Fill in the blanks .                                                                                                                       (1×6=6) 

     a. _________ is a musical dance drama of Karnataka. 
     b. The sum of all interior angles of a quadrilateral is equal to___________. 
     c.  Light energy can be transformed into heat, if the dispersed solar rays are__________ at one  
          point. 
    d. Hand lens is a convex lens and it_________ the solar rays at a ppoint. 
    e. __________ is the host of “The Kapil Sharma Show”. 
    f. Tango is the famous dance form of ____________. 

Q.3   Name the following.                                                                                                                   (1×5=5) 
  a. A story or a folk tale that leads to a particular moral lesson.                                     _________ 
  b. A fiction meant to scare or unsettle the readers.                                                       _________ 
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  c. A narrative based on traditions and legends.                                                             _________      
  d. A narrative song that uses repeated rhythms.                                                           _________ 
  e. An account of a person’s life written by someone else.                                            _________ 

Q.4 Match the players to the sports they are associated with.                                                         (1×5=5)  
                  Name of the Players                                                                            Sports 

i. Dhanraj Pillay                                                                                        A) Chess 
ii. Garry Kasparov                                                                                    B) Boxing 
iii. Muhammad Ali                                                                                     C) Hockey 
iv. Mithali Raj                                                                                            D) Tennis 
v. Steffi Graf                                                                                             E) Cricket                                             

Q.5 Answer the following. (Any five)                                                                                               (2×5=10) 

a. How has cactus adapted to the desert life? 
b. Why are breads and cakes, soft and fluffy? 
c. What are warm-blooded animals? 
d. Why do we see lighting first and hear the thunder later? 
e. What is a red giant star? 
f. What is the meaning of Sigma sign? 

       g. Name any two bollywood films based on Shakespear’s plays.  
Q.6 Unscramble the words.                                                                                                                (1×5=5) 

a. Davis cup is associated with this game.                                                       WNAL NNIETS 
b. Bishan Singh Bedi was associated with this game.                                         CICRETK 
c. The term Grand Slam is associated with this game.                                        BIGRDE 
d. This team game is considered to be the fastest game in the world.                CIE OCHYEK 
e. Sachin Tendulakar is known by this nickname.                                             LTTIEL MSTARE           

 

 

Q.7 Do as directed.(Any three)                                                                                                         (3×3=9) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

     

                                                                                                                        

 

       

 

1. Identify the painter of this painting. 

2. Write the description of the  painter. 

 

 

1. Identify this traditional theatre. 

2. Name of the state it belongs. 

3. Write descrption. 

 

1. Identify this logo. 

2. Give descrption. 

1. Identify this actor. 

2. Write the name of his 1
st

 film. 

3. Write his date of birth. 

Identify and give short 

description. 


